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The recent application of macroecological tools and concepts has made it possible to identify consistent patterns in the distribution
of microbial biodiversity, which greatly improved our understanding of the microbial world at large scales. However, the
distribution of microbial functions remains largely uncharted from the macroecological point of view. Here, we used
macroecological models to examine how the genes encoding the functional capabilities of microorganisms are distributed within
and across soil systems. Models built using functional gene array data from 818 soil microbial communities showed that the
occupancy-frequency distributions of genes were bimodal in every studied site, and that their rank-abundance distributions were
best described by a lognormal model. In addition, the relationships between gene occupancy and abundance were positive in all
sites. This allowed us to identify genes with high abundance and ubiquitous distribution (core) and genes with low abundance and
limited spatial distribution (satellites), and to show that they encode different sets of microbial traits. Common genes encode
microbial traits related to the main biogeochemical cycles (C, N, P and S) while rare genes encode traits related to adaptation to
environmental stresses, such as nutrient limitation, resistance to heavy metals and degradation of xenobiotics. Overall, this study
characterized for the first time the distribution of microbial functional genes within soil systems, and highlight the interest of
macroecological models for understanding the functional organization of microbial systems across spatial scales.
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INTRODUCTION
The functional potential of microbes relies on the collection of
metabolic capabilities encoded by the genes contained in their
genomes, and that, once expressed, define the traits of the
microorganism carrying these genes. While several functional
genes are specific to certain taxa [1], many genes are common to
most microorganisms and compose the “core genome” [2, 3]. This
results in high levels of functional redundancy among microbial
taxa [4–6]. In addition, the wide occurrence of mobile accessory
genes exchanged through horizontal transfer [7, 8] plays
significant contribution in these systems and adds to their
complexity. Further, some genes exist with different sequences
despite encoding similar products, which correspond to the
functional redundancy among variants of the same gene. For all
these reasons, the insights provided by taxonomic approaches
into the role of microbial communities in ecosystem functioning
are limited. As an alternative, the use of functional approaches has
been widely advocated, notably through the direct study of the
gene content of microbial communities and regarding genes as
potential microbial functional traits [6, 9, 10].

In the recent years, researchers have used macroecological
models to disentangle the complexity of microbiomes [11, 12].
Such approaches have been notably used to explore commonness
and rarity patterns in microbial systems and successfully
uncovered regularities in the distribution of microorganisms
across various spatial scales (species, communities, or ecosystems)
and revealed similarities or idiosyncrasies in the processes
underlying these distributions [12–14]. Such macroecology-
based frameworks do not rely on arbitrarily defined thresholds
that oppose rare vs. abundant biological units. Instead, full
distributions are used to classify units along gradients ranging
from rarity to commonness. To investigate patterns in local
abundance, rank-abundance distributions (RAD) place biological
units from a given area or community along a gradient from low
to high abundance. RAD have been used to describe the
distribution of taxa within microbial taxa, revealing the presence
of a long tail of rare organisms composing the so-called “rare
biosphere” [15–17]. In spatial occupancy studies, occupancy-
frequency distribution (OFD) describes how biological units are
spatially distributed across a set of communities [18], and classifies
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these units along a distribution gradient, from spatially restricted
to ubiquitous. OFD models describing both macro and micro-
organisms were found to be either unimodal or bimodal, and to
exhibit a higher left mode [19], that is, high proportion of taxa
represents small fractions of communities. Finally, the relationship
between local abundance and spatial occupancy (occupancy-
abundance relationships—OAR) is one of the most reported
trends in macroecology and has been shown to be positive for a
wide range of macro- [20–25] and microorganisms [12, 26–34].
The positive OAR for biological units in natural systems predicts
that some units have a restricted spatial distribution with low
abundance (i.e., “satellites”) while others are ubiquitous and found
in high abundance (i.e., “core”) [35–38]. In microbial ecology,
observations of these distribution patterns contributed to unveil
community dynamics, which later led to the concept of
“conditionally rare taxa”, i.e., satellite organisms having the
potential to bloom and temporarily influence community
dynamics [39–41]. Such life strategy is known to be related to
the metabolic capabilities of certain microbes [42, 43]. Therefore, if
we aim to understand the mechanisms underpinning the
macroecological patterns of microbial communities, applying
these concepts in the context of functional genes could provide
valuable information.
In this study, we aimed to address a simple, and yet

unanswered, question: how are the functions carried by micro-
organisms distributed within soil systems? To tackle this question,
we aimed to assess the distribution of microbial functional genes
at different scales in soils using macroecological models, to
identify abundant and rare functions across these systems. For
that, we constructed a database with functional gene array (FGA)
[44] data from 818 topsoil microbial communities sampled from
ten sites located around the globe and representing various
ecosystem types (i.e., tundra, grassland, forest, shrubland and
pasture; Fig. 1). The FGA was used to hybridize microbial
community DNA to a set of 39,681 probes that correspond to
variants of 194 functional genes encoding various microbial
functions involved in biogeochemical cycles, pollutant breakdown,
virulence and resistance to various types of physical and chemical
stress. By considering genes instead of taxa as the unit of our
study, we can make the following predictions about their
distribution patterns: the presence of a set of core genes shared
among most microorganisms should lead to (i) OFD displaying
either unimodal with a right mode or bimodal with a stronger
right mode; and (ii) RAD characterized by few dominant genes and
a long tail of rare genes. Consequently, as observed for most of
the biological units from the smallest to the largest, the two
previous patterns should result in positive OAR. By using this
approach, we classified genes along a continuum from low
abundance and limited occurrence to high abundance and
ubiquity, with the two ends of this gradient representing satellite
and core genes, respectively. Then, by investigating the functions
carried by these genes we show that rare and common microbial
genes encode different functions in soil ecosystems.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
Composition of the database
The database consisted of ten datasets collected in the frame of previous
projects and comprised a total of 818 surface topsoil samples from three
continents, representing a wide gradient of environmental conditions (Fig. S1
and Table S1). The spatial scale covered by each dataset range from hundreds
of meters in some experimental sites to dozens of kilometers across natural
landscapes. We did not investigate within site differences among samples as
our goal was to look for repeatable patterns across geographically distant
sites, considered as separate entities from the physico-chemical, climatic and
pedoclimatic standpoint. Here, we opted for a large spatial scale
macroecological approach that did not consider local contingencies and
focused on comparing the distribution of functional gene variants within and
across communities from isolated ecosystems [45].

Five sites were located in the United States, including three grassland [46–
48] and two Alaskan tundra ecosystems [49, 50]. Climate change experiments
were conducted in four of these sites (i.e., variation in temperature, CO2

concentration, etc.). Four sites were located in China, comprising two
grassland ecosystems from the Qinghai province [51, 52], in addition to
forests and shrubland sites from the Hubei Province [53, 54]. The last site
corresponded to pasture areas located in the Brazilian Amazon basin [55, 56].
All the samples were analyzed using a FGA [44] composed of 39,681

DNA probes targeting protein-coding genes. Probe design was done as
described elsewhere [44, 57, 58], by searching keywords against the NCBI
nr database. Candidate sequences were validated with HMM models and
50-mer oligonucleotide probes were designed using CommOligo 2.0 [59].
These probes (herafter termed genes variants or variants) served as the
unit of our study to characterize the macroecological distribution of
microbial functions. The potential role of these gene variants in the
microbial communities were defined according to a functional classifica-
tion performed using information available in databases such as NCBI,
UniProt, or EXpasy and were also based on extensive literature reviews
[10]. The 39,681 variants correspond to 194 genes (e.g., nirB, ureC,
exochitinase, arsB), defined as collections of variants encoding a similar
product but with slightly different DNA sequence and originating from
different organisms [60]. Genes were further classified into 56 gene
families, defined as collections of genes that, together, represent a
coherent set of microbial functions (e.g., resistance to oxygen or heat
stress, C fixation, denitrification). Finally, these families were grouped into
nine broad categories of microbial functions (e.g., C, N, P or S cycling,
antibiotic resistance and virulence; cf. Table S2 for a full description of the
distribution of variants in this different levels of functional resolution). This
classification allowed the linkage of genes with the function they carry.

Functional gene array analyses
FGA hybridizations were performed according to standardized laboratory
procedure from the Institute for Environmental Genomics (IEG, OK, USA), as
described in [44]. Total community DNA was quantified using picogreen
and, for each sample, 800 ng were labeled with Cy-5 (GE Healthcare), dried
in a Speedvac at 45 °C for 45min and stored at −20 °C before
hybridization. The pellet was re-hydrated in 2.68 μl of tracking control
completed with 7.12 μl of hybridization solution (Formamide, SSC, SDS,
oligo Cy-3, oligo Cy-5 and universal standard). Labeled DNA was incubated
at 95 °C for 5 min before loading onto the array. The hybridization was
done at 42 °C in the presence of 40% formamide for 16 h. After washing
and drying, arrays were scanned and gridded before signal intensity
quantification using ImaGene 6.0 (Biodiscovery Inc., El Segundo, CA, USA).
Original raw hybridization signal intensity data were retrieved from the IEG
microarray data repository (http://ieg2.ou.edu/NimbleGen/analysis.cgi). To
estimate the abundance of functional genes, noise data were removed
using a hybridization signal cutoff of 2000 intensity [57, 61].

Distribution patterns of functional gene variants
The abundance of the 39,681 genes variants within a given sample was
estimated as the logged hybridization signal intensity on the FGA. The
shape of variants RAD within each of the 818 samples was assessed using
four widely used rank-abundance models (Logseries, Poisson lognormal,
Negative binomial and Zipf). Models were fitted using maximum likelihood
estimation of parameters and their goodness of fit compared using the AIC
(Akaike Information Criterion). For each sample, the model with the lowest
AIC value was considered to be the best fitting model. Models were fitted
and compared using the python package macroecotools [62].
Gene variants occupancy was estimated within each site by counting

the number of samples in which the variant was detected and dividing it
by the total number of samples in the site (ranged between 0 and 1). The
shape of OFD of variants across multiple soil communities was analyzed
using the Mitchell-Olds & Shaw test as implemented in the MOStest
function of the R package vegan [63]. This approach fits a quadratic
generalized linear models of the type µ= b0+ b1x+ b2x

2 to the OFD,
where b0 corresponds to the intercept, b1 to rate of change and b2
determines whether the model is convex or concave and was used to
estimate the model shape: if b2 < 0 the model is unimodal and if b2 > the
model is bimodal.
To test OAR within each site, variants abundance was estimated as the

average abundance across samples from that site, occupancy in each site
was estimated as described above and the relationships were analyzed
using linear models (lm() function in R) relating variants occupancy with
their average abundance across samples.
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Translation of gene variants distribution into microbial
functions distribution
To determine how the distribution of genes variants translates into the
distribution of microbial functions in soil systems, we associated the

variants to the functions they encode (Fig. 1) using the classification
provided by the FGA (genes, gene families and broad categories, cf.
Table S2). First, variant distributions were used to rank the 39,681 variants
and to group them into bins that represented gradients of abundance

Fig. 1 Analytical framework used in this study. This figure describes the different steps of data analysis used in this study (A, B, C) to assess
the macroecological distribution of functional gene variants and to associate the functions they encode.
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within a community (RAD), occupancy across communities (OFD) or
commonness within sites (OAR). Bins were defined by splitting variants
into six sets of equal number based on their rank (see supplementary
information for an explanation of the choice of bin number). Then, for each
bin (ranked 1 for the lowest end of the gradient to 6 for the highest end),
the importance of a function at a given level of functional classification was
estimated as the proportion of the summed hybridization signal of all the
variants from that bin. However, different functions (e.g., gene families)
differed in numbers of variants on the FGA design (Table S2), and this must
be accounted for when estimating function importance. If the importance
of a function in a bin is simply estimated by counting the number of
variants from this function, or their summed signal intensity, then
functions represented by many variants are more likely to be considered
important than those represented by few variants. To avoid this bias, and
thus take into account unequal sampling effort across function on the FGA,
function importance within a bin was estimated by dividing the observed
proportion of the total signal intensity in the bin represented by variants
from this function by the proportion of the total number of variants
represented by this function on the FGA design (Fig. 1). The obtained ratio,
here termed weight of the function, describes how much the proportion of
the signal represented by a function in the bin departs from a null
expectation, which corresponded to the proportion of the signal
represented by this function if variants were randomly sampled on the
FGA. Functions with weight values > 1 were considered over-represented
in a given bin, i.e., more abundant than expected by chance, while
functions with a weight < 1 were considered under-represented, i.e., less
abundant than expected by chance. This provided matrices describing the
composition of each bin (column) in terms of microbial functions (rows),
with each function being associated with a weight. As bins (B1–B6)
represented gradients of increasing abundance within communities,
increasing occupancy across communities and increasing commonness
within sites, we were able to identify the functions encoded by variants
along these gradients.

Analysis of the distribution of microbial functions in soil
systems
To characterize the distribution of microbial functions in soil systems, we
analyzed the weighted matrices described above (i.e., functions × bins).
The dissimilarity between bins was estimated with the Bray–Curtis index
and visualized using Detrended Correspondence Analysis (DCA). We tested
for differences in the composition of bins using permutational multivariate
analysis of variance (PERMANOVA) [64], implemented as the adonis
function in the R package vegan [63]. We tested the differences between
bins of different ranks (1–6) and originating from different sites. This was
done after associating genes to function weight at the three levels of
functional classification (genes, gene families, and broad categories).
For each of the 194 genes, we fitted linear models describing the

relationship between the weight of genes in each bin and the rank of
occupancy-abundance bins (1-6). By looking at the slopes of these models,
we identified the genes, and the corresponding gene families, that were
under- or over-represented along the occupancy-abundance gradient.
Negative relationships (significant negative slopes) corresponded to genes
over-represented in rare variants, whereas positive ones (significant
positive slopes) corresponded to genes over-represented in abundant
variants. When the slope of the linear model was not significant the case
was classified as “no relation”. Finally, we characterized the composition in
terms of function weight of in rare (B1) and common (B6) occupancy-
abundance bins.

RESULTS
Macro-ecological distribution patterns of functional gene
variants in soil ecosystems
The RAD of gene variants within communities (i.e., samples) was
described using four different RAD models (Logseries, Poisson
lognormal, Negative binomial and Zipf). Poisson lognormal was
found to be the best model to describe variants RAD in 100% of
the samples (n= 818, Fig. 2). The OFDs of variants across
communities were significantly bimodal in all ten sites, with a
maximum at low and high occupancy (Fig. 3, MOS test, p value <
0.001). In all but one site (CiPEHR), we observed increased variant
frequencies at high occupancy, in comparison to low occupancy
(i.e., the right mode of the OFD was stronger). This was supported

by the observation of higher F values when testing the presence
of a frequency maximum at high occupancy (F= 103 ± 74)
compared with low occupancy (F= 59 ± 57, Table S3). F values
at high occupancy were 1.7 ± 0.7 times higher than at low
occupancy. F values of the left mode was less pronounced for the
two datasets with the lowest number of samples (KAEFS, n= 12
and Fazenda nova vida, n= 24), suggesting that the sampling
effort was not high enough to capture variants with spatially
restricted distribution. The relationships between average variant
abundance and occupancy (OAR) were linear, positive and highly
significant in all ten sites (Fig. 4). This linear trend represents a
gradient ranging from rarity, i.e., low abundance and restricted
spatial distribution (bottom left), to commonness, i.e., ubiquitous
distribution across communities and high abundance (top right).
At the two ends of this gradients lie satellite (B1) and core gene
variants (B1), respectively.

Distribution of microbial functions in soil ecosystems
We found that abundance bins from different samples but with
similar rank had a more similar distribution of function weights
than bins from the same sample but with different ranks. This was
validated for each site, as bins with similar rank clustered together
on the DCA, based on the Bray–Curtis dissimilarity estimated on
function weights (Fig. S2). In addition, bins located at the two ends
of the abundance gradient within samples were the most
dissimilar (B1 and B6). This result was also validated when
comparing the weight of functions in abundance bins across sites
(n= 818 samples, times 6 abundance bins). The weight of genes in
abundance bins was better predicted by the rank of the bin along
abundance gradient (B1–B6, PERMANOVA, p < 0.01) than by its site
of origin (Table 1). Bin rank explained between 65 and 84% of the
variation in gene weight while the site explained between 8 and
16%. This trend was confirmed when higher levels of variants
classification were used (e.g., gene families and broad categories),
as suggested by higher F values of bin rank compared with the
site effect (i.e., 18.6, 8.3 and 8.1 times higher for broad categories,
gene families and genes, respectively).
We performed a similar analysis using occupancy bins (B1–B6)

and found that variants with similar occupancy within sites
exhibited similar function weights. Bin rank explained from 31 to
57% of the variation in gene weight distribution between bins
from the ten sites, while the factor site explained only 8 to 15%
(Table 1). According to the F values, the effect of occupancy rank
was 5.4–13.3 times higher than the site effect. As observed for
abundance bins, the greatest differences in distribution of
function weight among occupancy bins were observed between
the two extremes of the gradient, B1 and B6 (Table S4).

Functions of satellites and core genes in soil ecosystems
We observed clear trends in the distribution of the 194 gene
families along the occupancy-abundance gradient in soil systems,
and we identified the gene families, and the corresponding broad
ecological categories that were systematically over-represented at
one end of this gradient (Figs. 5 and S3-S4-S5, Table S5). Among
the 194 linear models fitted between genes weight and bin rank,
only 22 (11%) were not significant (p value > 0.05, Fig. 5-A and
Fig. S3). This corresponded to genes that were not associated with
rare or abundant variants. We observed 91 (47%) negative
relationships (p value < 0.05 and slope < 0, Fig. 5-A and Fig. S4),
corresponding to genes that were over-represented in rare (i.e.,
satellites) variants and under-represented in abundant (i.e., core)
variants. Among these, 38.5% of the genes were related to stress
responses (e.g., osmotic, oxygen or radiation stress, cold or heat
shocks, sigma factors, N or P limitations), 18.7% to metal
resistance, 14.3% to C cycling, 11% to virulence, and the remaining
6% comprised three categories (antibiotic resistance, N and S
cycling). The 20 genes with the strongest negative slope were
related to various forms of stress responses, virulence proteins
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(toxin, adhesin, aerobactin), metal resistance (cadmium, cobalt,
aluminum), broad biological functions (blue copper protein,
thioredoxin), C cycling (acetogenesis) and energy processes
(hydrogenase). Significant positive relationships were found for
81 (42%) genes (p value < 0.05 and slope > 0, Fig. 5-A and Fig. S5).
These genes were under-represented in rare and over-represented
in abundant variants. From those, 39.5% were related to C cycling,
18.5% to metal resistance, 12.3% to N cycling, 9.9% to stress
responses, 4.9% to antibiotic resistance and S cycling, 3.7% to
energy processes and P cycling and 2.5% to virulence. The 20
genes with the strongest positive slope were related to the

degradation of C-based substrates, the N cycle (denitrification,
assimilatory-N-reduction and ammonification), metal resistance
(lead, silver and mercury), C fixation (pcc and CODH genes), S
oxidation (sox gene) and energy processes (hydrogenase).
We also looked at the weight of each gene family across the ten

sites in the first (B1, satellite variants) and in the sixth (B6, core
variants) occupancy-abundance bins (Fig. 5C, D, Fig. S6). Core
variants were enriched in functions related to the C, N, P and S
biogeochemical cycles, but were depleted in functions related to
stress response, virulence, heavy metal and antibiotics resistance.
Satellite variants were more evenly distributed across the

Fig. 2 Rank-abundance relationship of functional gene variants within each studied community. For each community (i.e., sample), we
fitted four rank-abundance models (Logseries, Poisson lognormal, Negative binomial and Zipf ) using maximum likelihood estimation (MLE).
Each subplot corresponds to one site and each gray line represents the RAD of variants within a sample (logged hybridization signal intensity).
The thick lines correspond to the average model for each site.
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categories, despite notable depletion in functions related to the N
cycle and enrichment in stress response and virulence related
functions. Twelve processes were clearly enriched in core variants:
S oxidation, denitrification, C fixation, ammonification, assimila-
tory-N-reduction, C degradation, P utilization and, surprisingly,
resistance to mercury, lead and silver contamination. On the
contrary, the processes enriched in satellites variants included
stress response (e.g., oxygen limitation, heat shocks, radiation,
osmotic and protein stresses, P and N limitation), antibiotics
resistance (e.g., membrane transporters), resistance to heavy metal
(e.g., Cr, Cu, As, Te and Al) and virulence (e.g., hemolysin, capsule
formation, pilin, aerobactin and pilin). Interestingly, two C-related

processes (methane metabolism and acetogenesis) were also
enriched in satellites variants.

DISCUSSION
Macro-ecological distribution patterns of microbial gene
variants in soil systems
In this study, we applied an analytical framework derived from
macroecological concepts to describe the distribution of microbial
gene variants at two scales, i.e., within and across communities, in
ten different soil ecosystems. We showed that RAD of gene
variants within soil communities can be adequately described

Fig. 3 Occupancy-frequency relationship of microbial gene variants within each studied site. Colored lines correspond to the best model
describing the relationship. The color of data points corresponds to the colors used in Fig. 1. The p values of the MOS test of bimodality along
with the F values associated with the test of the presence of local maxima at low and high occupancy are depicted.
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using classic macroecological models that were designed to
capture the intrinsically uneven distribution of species within
natural assemblages. Here the Poisson lognormal model was the
best one to describe variants RAD. While many RAD models have
been developed over time to describe these data, the Poisson
lognormal model is often considered as the most widely
applicable due to its “positive range, right skewness, heavy right
tail, and easily computed parameter estimates” [65]. In microbes, it
was identified as the best model to characterize bacterial RAD at
the global scale [14], in the marine environment [66] and in
wastewater treatment plants [67], and it was used to predict the

total number of microbial OTUs at a global scale [68, 69]. Overall,
our results highlight that the wide applicability of the lognormal
model to describe RAD of biological units can be extended to
microbial gene variants. Furthermore, we found that RAD of
microbial taxa and gene variants are very similar, which
demonstrates the usefulness of macroecological tools beyond
the dichotomy micro- vs. macro-organisms [12], and toward a
wider range of biological units (e.g., genes, interactions, viruses).
When looking at the spatial distribution of gene variants across

samples, the observed OFDs differed from what is generally
reported for taxa in communities of both macro and

Fig. 4 Occupancy-abundance relationships of microbial gene variants within soil ecosystems. In each site, the occupancy of the 39,681
gene variants present on the FGA was estimated as the proportion of samples in which it was detected. Their abundance was estimated as the
average abundance across all the samples from the site. Black lines represent the best linear models describing the occupancy-abundance
relationship.
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microorganisms (i.e., the “hollow” distribution), with a higher
number of taxa being found in a few sites and only a small
number of ubiquitous taxa [70]. In their review, McGeoch & Gaston
(2002), analyzed OFD models describing the distribution of macro-
organisms (e.g., plants, insects, birds, fishes) from small (<1 km²) to
continental scales. Among the 68 reported models, some were
unimodal (57%), other bimodal (31%), but the large majority
exhibited a higher left mode (68%), that is a higher proportion of
taxa observed in a small proportion of communities than widely
distributed. Similar right-skewed OFD have been reported for
microbial taxa, from the microscale [33] to hundreds of km in both
marine [31, 32, 71, 72] and soil environments [27, 73]. Here, we
found that the OFD of microbial functional gene variants contrast
with these general trends reported for taxa, as they exhibit a
stronger right mode with a much higher proportion of variants
that were ubiquitously distributed within a site than unique to a
single community. This pattern was expected and due to the
functional redundancy among microbes [4–6, 74], i.e., the fact that
most microbes share a common set of functional genes that can
detected in any soil sample collected within a given site. Despite
this stronger right mode, the observed OFD were bimodals in the
ten studied ecosystems, a pattern known as the Raunkiaer’s law of
distribution of frequencies. It has been suggested that this pattern
can emerge from random sampling of biological units from a
lognormal rank-abundance distribution [75], which seems to be
the case in our study.
The combination of within-community abundance distribution

(RAD) and across-communities occupancy distribution (OFD) corre-
sponds to OAR, and these OAR have been a reported to be positive
for a wide range of macro- and microbial taxa [12, 20–26, 28–34].
Several theories have been proposed to explain the existence of
positive OAR in taxa, including stochastic processes resulting from
neutral dynamics [19] or differences between species in terms of
ecological niche [76]. However, there is currently no consensus on
the underlying mechanisms of OAR for taxa and no studies for
functional genes. Positive OAR can be seen as a gradient of
commonness (or rarity) across a set of communities, with biological
units that are both spatially restricted and locally scarce at one end
(i.e., the satellites), and the biological units that are widespread and
very abundant at the other end (i.e., the core). Here, we observed
that some gene variants were present in a small number of
communities within each site and exhibited low abundance in these
communities, and that other gene variants exhibited high abun-
dance in all the communities from all the sites. This resulted in
positive OAR of microbial functional gene variants within each
studied site, and allowed the identification of rare and common
microbial gene variants in soil systems, along with the function they
encode. However, despite the fact that OAR of microbial taxa and
gene variants are both positive, they differ greatly regarding the
distribution of biological units along the rarity to commonness

gradient. As mentioned, while the RAD are quite similar the OFD are
very different. These differences resulted in taxonomic OAR with
many satellite and few core taxa while functional OAR had only few
satellite and many core gene variants (Fig. 4). Interestingly, ecological
theories suggest that core taxa are more likely to be generalists while
satellite ones are more likely to be specialists [77, 78], which leads to
the question whether core and satellite gene variants encode
general and specialized functions, respectively.

From gene variants distribution to the functional organization
of soil microbial systems
Overall, we found strong differences in the functions encoded by
satellite and core gene variants. There are several possibilities for
gene variants to be identified as core. It could be present in the
genome of a single widespread and abundant taxa (generalist), in
the genomes of several widespread and low abundance taxa or in
the genomes of many spatially restricted and low abundance taxa
(specialists). Unfortunately, we could not quantify the contribu-
tions of these different scenarii, as the FGA did not allow to link
functional genes with the identity of the taxa carrying them. Our
results show that core functional gene variants correspond mostly
to genes related to the main biogeochemical cycles (C, N, P and S)
and support the hypothesis that a wide range of microorganisms
have the abilities to carry out fundamental ecological processes
such as degradation of C-based substrates, denitrification or
assimilatory-N-reduction [79, 80]. This is not surprising from a
functional perspective, as microbial systems are well known for
their redundancy in the metabolic capabilities between organisms
[6] and, at larger scale, across communities [4, 5, 81–85].
By contrast, there are fewer possibilities for a gene variant to be

identified as a satellite as it must be present in only spatially
restricted and low abundance taxa. Consequently, core variants
are expected to represent the functions that are shared by
microorganisms with many different macroecological distribu-
tions, while satellite variants represent the function that are found
only in spatially restricted and low abundance microorganisms.
We found that satellite gene variants encoded the capabilities of
microorganisms to cope with environmental stresses (e.g.,
osmotic, oxygen or radiation, cold or heat shocks, sigma factors),
withstand nutrient limitations (N and P) and resist to pollutants or
potentially toxic compounds (i.e., heavy metals, antibiotics). This
result could explain why rare microbes that likely carry these
variants appears less affected by disturbances and abiotic changes
compared with dominant ones, which tend to respond to a higher
number of disturbances and oscillate in abundance when facing
them [86]. A step further, these results support previous
observations that the ecological strategy of some microorganisms
is to maintain a low abundance and a slow growth, while
prioritizing the expression of maintenance and survival functions
[87, 88]. Our results also support recent findings showing that rare

Table 1. Comparison of the functional composition of abundance and occupancy bins across sites.

Functional level Factor Df Abundance bins Occupancy bins

F value Frank/Fsite R2 p value F value Frank/Fsite R2 p value

Broad categories Rank 5 92.90 18.6 0.84 0.001 *** 14.35 13.3 0.57 0.001 ***

Sites 9 5.01 0.08 0.001 *** 1.08 0.08 0.352

Gene families Rank 5 70.62 8.3 0.74 0.001 *** 8.81 4.9 0.42 0.001 ***

Sites 9 8.53 0.16 0.001 ** 1.81 0.15 0.003 **

Genes Rank 5 28.85 8.1 0.65 0.001 *** 4.77 5.4 0.31 0.001 ***

Sites 9 3.57 0.15 0.001 *** 0.88 0.10 0.828

We tested the effects of sites and rank on the composition of abundance and occupancy bins. This was performed at three levels of functional classification
(broad categories, gene families and genes) using permutational multivariate analysis of variance (PERMANOVA; adonis function in the R package vegan) on
Bray–Curtis dissimilarity.
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microorganisms are particularly important for the adaptation of
microbial communities to environmental variation and their ability
to withstand perturbations and maintain ecosystem functions
across spatio-temporal scales [41, 89]. In fact, rare and dominant
microorganisms are thought to carry redundant metabolic
potential regarding major functions (C, N, P cycles), but the rare
ones harbor distinct abilities to cope with environmental changes.
Hence, they may temporarily thrive and support the functioning at

the community level by replacing dominant taxa that were
affected by these changes [90–92].
It is worth mentioning that we characterized the functional

content of microbial communities using FGA, which was
constrained by the array design and represented only a fraction
of the gene diversity that can be assessed using deep shotgun
sequencing [93]. This could have resulted in an underestimation of
the functional potential represented by rare genes (and thus the

Fig. 5 Distribution of genes weight across rank of occupancy-abundance bins. For each of the 194 genes, we fitted linear models
describing the relationship between the weight of genes in each occupancy-abundance bin and the rank of the bin (1–6). Negative
relationships (significant negative slopes) corresponded to genes over-represented in rare gene variants whereas positive ones (significant
positive slopes) corresponded to genes over-represented in abundant variants, when the slope of the linear model was not significant the
case was classified as “no relation”. A Relative proportions of genes across broad categories for the models with non-significant (n= 22),
negative (n= 91) and positive (n= 81) relationships. B Slopes of the models classified by broad categories. C–D In each of the ten studied
sites, satellite and core variants were defined as those from the extreme occupancy-abundance bins (B1 and B6, respectively). Boxplots
represent the weight of ecological processes in bins from each of the ten sites for satellite (C) and core (D) variants. Gene families were ranked
according to their average weight in core variants across the ten sites. Colors represent different broad categories of functions as depicted in
the legend in (D).
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rare biosphere). With the advance in sequencing techniques and
expansion of databases, our ability to detect rare genes is rapidly
increasing. It is likely that the differences observed here between
the functional potential encoded by core and satellite genes
would have been even greater using deep shotgun sequencing.
However, the FGA approach also offered several advantages over
sequencing that are particularly relevant for our study, as it
provided a level of reproducibility and standardization that could
not be matched by sequencing approaches. Such a standardize
microbial data system was recently termed as “highly needed” for
pursuing questions related to,microbial macroecology [45]. In
addition, microarrays are often more accurate for genes quanti-
fication and are more sensitive to rare genes than sequencing
approaches [94, 95], making them particularly well suited for
analyzing occurrence and abundance patterns of functional
genes. To conclude, we foresee that the conceptual approach
proposed here could be adapted to the analysis of publicly
available metagenomic datasets in order to characterize the
distribution of microbial functions across a wide range of
environments.
In this study, we showed that the distribution of microbial gene

variants can be adequately described using concepts and tools
derived from the field of macroecology. This approach allowed us
to classify gene variants along a gradient from rarity to
commonness, showing that variants with low abundance and
limited spatial distribution encode functions that are distinct from
those encoded by variants with high abundance and ubiquitous
distribution. Common variants encode microbial traits involved in
the major biogeochemical cycles (C, N, P and S) while rare ones
encode traits allowing microorganisms to withstand environmen-
tal stresses and nutrient limitation, along with their resistance to
heavy metals and xenobiotics. Our results support the hypothesis
that the rare biosphere carries different functional capabilities
compared with more prevalent microbes and that these
capabilities may determine the essential role of rare microbes in
the resilience of microbial communities and their ability to sustain
ecological processes across temporal and spatial scales.
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